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LAT 11/18/16 . Survivors march during a religious procession in Tolosa, eastern Philippe Island of Leyte, one week after Typhoon Haiyan in 2013. It claimed 7,800 lives in the Phil.- Typhoon vs. cyclone vs. hurricane?? > NOAA: The only difference between a hurricane, a cyclone, and a typhoon is the location where the storm occurs. 



The U.S. experienced 15 weather and climate disasters, each with losses 
exceeding $1 billion for a total of $46 billion. NOAA, Jan. 2017 
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Presentation Notes
From: http://www.noaa.gov/news/2016-was-2nd-warmest-year-on-record-for-us Here's a look at the locations of 15 billion-dollar disasters that occurred in the U.S. in 2016. (NOAA NCEI).the U.S. experienced 15 weather and climate disasters, each with losses exceeding $1 billion for a total of $46 billion. Since 1980, the U.S. has sustained more than 200 weather and climate disasters that exceeded $1.1 trillion in overall damages. 

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/billions/events


Attribution of Extreme Events to 
Climate Change 

National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 
Medicine. 2016. “Attribution of Extreme Weather Events in 

the Context of Climate Change”  
 •  Extreme cold events 

•  Extreme hot events 
•  Drought 
• Extreme rainfall  
• Extreme snow and ice 

storms 
 • Tropical cyclones 
• Extratropical cyclones 
• Wildfires 
• Severe convective 

storms  
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- Are the others above merely symptoms of those above, ex. human loss of life from drought or flooding??



Attribution of Extreme Events to 
Climate Change 

National Academy of Science, 2016. Attribution of Extreme 
Weather Events in the Context of Climate Change  

 Purpose: Develop accurate tools to better predict extreme 
events and the risk associated with them; describe the 
influence of human-induced climate change (HICC) on 
extreme weather events 
 
Conclusion: CC not responsible for all increases in frequent 
and severe events, but the connection is unmistakable; 
many extreme events are clearly more severe and 
damaging due to human-induced CC, while others are 
inherently suspected, but need more scientific evidence 
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Of 79 studies of 
BAMS extreme 

weather events from 
2011-15, >half 

attributed to HICC as 
a contributing factor  
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Of 79 studies of BAMS extreme weather events from 2011-15, >1/2 cited HICC as a contributing factor; note change in their tabulation from 201 to 2015 as more data and better eval techniques came into play



EPA CIRA - The Climate 
Change Impacts and Risk 

Analysis Project 
  

(EPA. 2015. Climate Change in 
the United States: Benefits of 
Global Action. United States 

Environmental Protection Agency, 
Office of Atmospheric Programs, 

EPA 430-R-15-001) 
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Additional Primary References 

• U.S. Global Change Research Program 
(USGCRP), 2014. Third National Climate 
Assessment. 

• World Meteorological Organization (WMO) ,2016.  
(Un)Natural Disasters: Communicating Linkages 
Between Extreme Events and Climate Change 

• NASA, NOAA, Wikipedia (graphics), PNAS, UK 
Meteorology Office, LA Times (photos) 

• Many references in professional journals 
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Source: NOAA NCDC 

(External) Forcing: A term that refers to a (causative) agent outside the climate 
system causing a change in the climate system. Examples include volcanic 
eruptions, solar variations and anthropogenic changes in the composition of the 
atmosphere, and land use change.  
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In detection and attribution, the natural factors considered usually include changes in theSun's output and volcanic eruptions, as well as natural modes of variability such as El Niño and La Niña. Human factors include the emissions of heat-trapping "greenhouse" gases and particulates as well as clearing of forests and other land-use changes. Figure source: NOAA NCDC.[16]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_use
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_use
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_use


Credits: NASA/Joshua Stevens, Earth Observatory 
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The planet’s long-term warming trend is seen in this chart of every year’s annual temperature cycle from 1880 to the present, compared to the average temperature from 1980 to 2015. Record warm years are listed in the column on the right.Credits: NASA/Joshua Stevens, Earth Observatory



NOAA, 
2011 10. 
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Ex. of how actual data used to eliminate some natural factors as part of attribution eval.



NAS Definition: Extreme event attribution is a fairly new area of climate 
science that explores the influence of human-induced climate change 
(HICC) on individual or classes of extreme events compared with other 
factors, such as natural sources of climate and weather variability.   

What is Extreme Event Attribution? 

Why Is It Important?: An increasingly common question after an extreme 
weather event is whether climate change ‘caused’ that event to occur.  
 
“While that question remains difficult to answer given all the factors that 
affect an individual weather event, we can now say more about how 
climate change has affected the intensity or likelihood of some events.” 
Chair of NAS report, David W. Titley, Professor of meteorology and 
founding director of the Center for Solutions to Weather and Climate Risk, 
Pennsylvania State University 
 
“The media, politicians and some scientists outside this area of research 
still often claim that we can’t attribute any individual event to climate 
change. This may have been true in the 1990s, but it is no longer the 
case.”  WMO, 2016 11. 



Reason: More and better data and analytical 
techniques/capacity, more visibility in media, political 
conflicts, new understanding of complexity, need for 
public officials to have response and adaptation 
information 
 
“A changing climate leads to changes in the frequency, 
intensity, spatial extent, duration, and timing of extreme 
weather and climate events, and can result in 
unprecedented extreme weather and climate events”, 
IPCC 2012  
 
Work on attribution began in earnest in 1996 with a 
Nature article by Benjamin D. Santer et al. (Lawrence 
Livermore National Lab) 

Why Is It No Longer the Case? 
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My career began in 1976 and for much of first 20 years involved rainfall and snowmelt monitoring and BMPs. It became clear to me espec. Early that change was under way > I indicated this in many coop projects with USGS and EPA right when these changes were markedly changing behavior



1) Scientists require a robust physical understanding 
of the mechanisms behind a category of events 
such as heatwaves, floods, hurricanes, or 
droughts.  

2) Scientists require high-quality observations so they 
can determine if the occurrence of this type of 
event is changing in the observational record.  

3) Climate models must be able to accurately 
simulate and reproduce the relevant class of 
extreme event. 

 

Development of Scientific Basis for 
Attribution (WMO 2016) 
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Representative Concentration 
Pathways (RCPs) 

“RCPs” are four GHG concentration trajectories 
(scenarios) adopted by the IPCC to reflect possible 
climate futures for climate models and research 
• RCP 2.6 assumes that global annual GHG 

emissions peak between 2010 – 2020, with 
emissions substantially declining thereafter. 

• RCP 4.5 peak around 2040, then decline. 
• RCP 6.0 emissions peak around 2080, then 

decline. 
• RCP 8.5 emissions continue to rise throughout 

the 21st century. 
14. 



RCP 8.5 

RCP 6.0 

RCP 4.5 

RCP 2.5 
~400 ppm 

(Of total 340 W/m2 

from sun) 

Graphics adapted from NASA and Rogelj et.al. 2012 15. 
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Presentation Notes
Of the 340 watts per square meter of solar energy that falls on the Earth, 29% is reflected back into space, primarily by clouds, but also by other bright surfaces and the atmosphere itself. About 23% of incoming energy is absorbed in the atmosphere by atmospheric gases, dust, and other particles. The remaining 48% is absorbed at the surface. (NASA illustration by Robert Simmon. Astronaut photograph ISS013-E-8948.) http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/EnergyBalance/page4.php



CMIP5* multi-model simulated time series from 1950 to 
2100 for a change in global annual mean surface 

temperature relative to 1986–2005, from IPCC AR5, 2014 
 

*Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) of the World 
Climate Research Programme  
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NOTE 39 and 32 in red and blue above are the # of models run in CMIP5 for this analysis- A new set of scenarios, the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs), was used for the new climate model simulations carried out under the framework of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) of the World Climate Research Programme 
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From: “Attribution of Extreme Weather Events in the Context of CC”  summary text- From prev. slide: In several studies, these three factors have aligned and attribution statements have had a high level of confidence. For example, there is great clarity and confidence in attributing heat events that occur over large areas and extended time periods. The physics are well understood, changes are documented in observations, and they are simulated accurately in climate models. For example, in Australia, 2013 was a year of heat extremes with the hottest day, week, month, summer and year on record. Two separate studies found that the 2013 extreme heat in Australia would have been virtually impossible without human-caused climate change (Knutson et al, 2014; Lewis and Karoly, 2014).
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FIGURE4.7 Schematic depiction of this report’s assessment of the state of attribution science for different event types. The horizontal position of each event type reflects an assessment of the level of understanding of the effect of climate change on the event type, which corresponds to the right-most column of Table 4.1. The vertical position of each event type indicates an assessment of scientific confidence in current capabilities for attribution of specific events to anthropogenic climate change for that event type (assuming the attribution is carried out following the recommendations in this report), which draws on all three columns of Table 4.1. A position below the 1:1 line indicates an assessment that there is potential for improvement in attribution capability through technical progress alone (such as improved modeling, or the recovery of additional historical data), which would move the symbol upward. A position above the 1:1 line is not possible because this would indicate confident attribution in the absence of adequate understanding. In all cases, there is the potential to increase event attribution confidence by overcoming remaining challenges that limit the current level of understanding. See Box 4.1 for further details and caveats about this figure. 



Cold and heat and waves (both high confidence of attribution) 
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Good ex. of easy attribution – Cicerone > Russian heat wave of 2010 > LT temp base > heat waves like this one changed from 1/100-year in 1960s, to 1/30 now with change in temp from 23C to 25C (+2 deg.)



NAS Study Findings: Extreme Cold 
Events (1)  

• Definition: Temperatures that characterize a cold event vary regionally 
and seasonally, but the temperatures during such an event will be in 
the cold tail of the probability distribution of temperatures for a location 
or region and time of year; Metrics vary. 

• Hazards: Fewer extreme cold events occurring, but generally 
described in terms of temperature, although wind, snow, and ice can 
compound the impacts of an event; Arctic ice loss 

• Attribution, high: Cold outbreaks ranging from days to seasons still 
occur, but their frequencies and magnitudes are decreasing; warmer 
night low temps; daily minimum temperatures warmed over the entire 
contiguous United States during the 1950-2007 period, by as much as 
3° and 4°C in much of the West; The decreased frequency of cold 
extreme arises primarily from warmer mean temperatures 
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- Info from report section starting on p. 86



NAS Study Findings: Extreme Cold 
Events (cont.)  

• Conclusion: Research indicates that extreme cold events are less 
frequent and less severe than in previous decades, but some extreme 
cold events (ex. Polar Plunges caused by climate changes) will occur 

• Future: Cold events defined relative to fixed temperature thresholds 
should become less frequent and less severe as the climate warms on 
the global scale. Better modeling will develop. 

21. 
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- Info from report section starting on p. 86



What happens in So. CA??  >  
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Left (Weather works) is old normal locked in by winter Jet Stream, while right is under weakening Jet stream caused by warmer ocean water coming north and loss of Arctic sea ice (rt) Another option from https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/what-is-this-polar-vortex-that-is-freezing-the-u-s/- ** as Artic warms and loses ice, could mean more trouble for the polar vortex, and more frigid outbreaks—a seeming contradiction to “global warming,” perhaps, but not for “global weirding,” also known as climate change. > BUT quote in prev. sldie says that LT polar plunges will be less common



NAS Study Findings: Extreme Heat 
Events (2) 

• Definition: Heat events (waves) have been defined over a variety of 
timescales, from as little as 1 day to 1 year, and with varying temp. 
thresholds 

• Hazards: Extreme heat, high humidity, less overnight cooling, 
droughts, wildfires 

• Attribution, high: Heat events are arguably the extreme weather 
events for which attribution studies are most straightforward and have 
the longest history; large amount of evidence that Earth warming 
significantly since 1950; human influence has more than doubled the 
probability of heat waves in many locations  

• Conclusion: Heat events are increasing and contributing to impacts 
including human health, droughts, wildfires;  

• Future: Impacts will continue as annual temperatures rise; simulations 
of heat events and warm anomalies benefit from improvements in 
global and regional models.  
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US summer 2016 July 25 heat index map; The heat index is a measure of how hot the air feels, factoring in air temperature and humidity. 



(RCP 8.5) 

(RCP 3.2) 
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From: EPA from: https://www.epa.gov/cira/climate-action-benefits-wildfire   (2015)- Red line “business as usual” is ~RCP 8.5 with CO2 going to 1750 ppm, and “mitigation” is between RCP 2.6 and 4.5 (3.2) with CO2 at 500 ppm (still worse than today)



Projected Extreme Temperature Mortality in 
Select Cities (EPA CIRA) 

RCP 8.5 
(Business as usual 
CO2~1750 ppm) 

RCP 3.2 
(CO2 ~500 ppm*) 

* Current CO2 level ~400 ppm 26. 



Heat wave 
mortality data for 
Paris and London 
extreme heat in 

2003  

Temperature and 
mortality return 
period curves 

10-year mortality 
curves 
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From: Mitchell et al 2016 study of heat wave mortality for Paris and London extreme heat in 2003 (in OLLI/spr2017/EEs folder)Figure 6 top. Temperature and mortality return period curves. (top, left) Summer-averaged temperature over the Mediterranean region and (top, middle and right) summer averaged apparent temperature over London and Paris. The bottom panels show the same but for cumulative summer heat-related mortality. Mortality counts are expressed per 100 000 population of the city. 5%–95% confidence intervals are plotted on the return level curves. The dashed line on each panel shows the value of the observed event. Figure 4 bott. Daily time series of heat-related mortality. Estimated mortality throughout the summer period calculated from observed AT in London (top) and Paris (bottom). The thin lines are heat-related mortality calculated from AT observations covering 1993–2002. The thick line is the same but for 2003. Mortality counts are expressed per 100 000 population of each city. Note how the event, although extreme in London, was much less out of the ordinary than in Paris. 



Annual maximum nighttime temperature averaged over the European Region. 
Temperatures are plotted as anomalies, or deviations from normal (in this case, 
1961-1990), in degree Kelvin (K). From: NAS Study 

Uncertainty range (5-95%) due to 
natural climate variability 
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FIGURE 4.2 This figure shows a time series of the annual maximum nighttime temperature averaged over the European Region. Temperatures are plotted as anomalies, or deviations from normal (in this case, 1961-1990), in degree Kelvin (K). Observed temperatures are represented by the black lines and are based on Caesar et al. (2006; updated). The orange lines come from model simulation (Martin et al., 2006). Both observations and model output show an increasing trend in nighttime temperature anomalies over time.The horizontal dotted lines denote the uncertainty range (5-95%) due to natural climate variability. SOURCE: Stott et al., 2011. 



NAS Study Findings: Drought (3) 

• Definition: Insufficient water to meet needs; General droughts are 
meteorological (lower than expected precipitation over an extended 
period) and hydrological (depletion of surface or subsurface water 
supply); also agricultural (reduced crop yield); and socioeconomic 
(effects on the supply of economic goods like hydroelectric power); All 
use different metrics 

• Hazards: Food production losses, human health (water, heat), GW 
recharge, reduced reservoir storage and streamflow, altered 
ecosystems, soil compaction 

• Attribution, medium: Only medium because of altered hydrology (both 
a driver and impact of CC); It is therefore often quite challenging to 
attribute the impacts of droughts and floods to extreme events in the 
same way that it is possible to attribute numeric changes in the 
intensity of precipitation (which is “upstream” from the drought or 
flood); confidence reduced by such variable factors as reduced 
precip., increased ET, differing models and metrics, under 
representative global data collection, and others 
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NAS Study Findings: Drought 
(cont.) 

 
• Conclusion: Although droughts are obvious in a warming climate, 

attributing a specific numeric change in their frequency and intensity is 
difficult due to human-induced land changes such as dams, irrigation, 
flood control, as well as meteorological variance; leads to high 
variability with too few data metrics measured; because of all of the 
above, our ability to understand drought response related to changes 
in climate variability is limited  

• Future: Research will lead to better understanding the dominant 
factors that have historically been causes of drought in specific 
regions and watersheds, and the multiple interacting causes of 
individual droughts; attribution analyses will improve 
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March 8, 2017 March 8, 2016 
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The U.S. Drought Monitor, a composite index that includes many indicators, is the drought map that policymakers and media use in discussions of drought and in allocating drought relief. - NOTE – How do you define “drought”? Is it ag impact? Lack of rain? LT dryness? Soil moisture?



Lake Oroville – 
before and after 
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From Sorooshian presentation, 3/17/17 
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From Soroosh presentation 3/17/17 > shows in 2011 that LT predictions were “unpredictable”, but much research now underway to improve this



NAS Study Findings: Extreme 
Rainfall (4) 

• Definition: Rainfall event in which precipitation over some specified 
time period exceeds some threshold (ex. inches per hour), either at a 
point (as measured by a single rain gauge) or averaged over some 
spatial area; usually fueled by high atmospheric humidity and clashes 
of atmospheric fronts 

• Hazards: Flooding, erosion, landslides, ecosystem destruction, annual 
max. 1-day event rising at 5-7% / 1°C rise 

• Attribution, medium: characteristics of events commonly quantifiable 
with known statistical methods, but modeling more difficult; an array of 
studies continues to provide strong support for upward trends in the 
intensity and frequency of extreme precipitation events as 
temperatures rise; about 25% attribution to HICC, rest to dynamics of 
event formation; as more data on dynamics vs. climate are collect, this 
attribution amount expected to be better defined and the %-age to rise  
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NAS Study Findings: Extreme 
Rainfall (cont.) 

• Conclusion: Studies have noted statistically significant increases in the 
frequency of occurrence or intensity of extreme precipitation events 
with durations ranging from hours to several days in various parts of 
the world  

• Future: Expect more severe storms and better quantification and 
modeling techniques; intensity of extreme rainfall events should 
increase with increased atmos. water vapor; more “atmospheric river” 
events will occur along US west coast; the needs for better data 
collection, understanding extreme rainfall development and dynamics 
will be addressed with better models and satellite data 
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Bangkok, 2012 
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From: http://www.desdemonadespair.net/2012/01/bangkok-flood-compensation-almost-done.html 



Flooding hits a town in Oxfordshire, United 
Kingdom, during the widespread floods of 
early 2014  
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From WMO report : http://public.wmo.int/en/resources/bulletin/unnatural-disasters-communicating-linkages-between-extreme-events-and-climate 



Tustin, CA  
Jan. 22, 2017 
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Photos from UCI 
FloodRise Project 

Balboa Island 

Tijuana drainage-way 
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Gord Miller 
Environmental Commissioner of Ontario 

Infrastructure Changes – Are they 
important? What if the old 100-year 
storm occurs every 5 years now? 

Shot 1 of 5 

Gord Miller 
Environmental Commissioner of Ontario 

Shot 2 of 5 

Gord Miller 
Environmental Commissioner of Ontario 

Shot 3 of 5 

Gord Miller 
Environmental Commissioner of Ontario 

Shot 4 of 5 

Gord Miller 
Environmental Commissioner of Ontario 

Shot 5 of 5 
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From: Accomplishments of the U.S. Global Change Research Program, 2017 text below- A better understanding of what is changing and why can help decision makers in the public and private sectors cope with ongoing change. For example, the Program has documented substantial increases in heavy downpours in most regions of the United States over the past 50 years (see Figure 1). These heavy precipitation events can cause flooding and overwhelm infrastructure such as sewers and roads that were not designed to handle such extreme events. By being aware of this trend, government and businesses can design facilities that can cope with current and future extreme events. 
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Expected range of changes in NYC flooding from Sandy-type events by 
2100; note new range changes from year 2000’s ~400 year frequency 
to one storm every ~20 -130 years; reference PNAS report by Lin et. 
al., 2016 

10 100 1,000 10,000 
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From Lin et al 2016 re: NYC increased possibility of flooding storms- Return periods of flood heights (relative to the mean sea level of the baseline year 2000) in NYC, estimated for years 1800, 2000, and 2100. The solid blue curve shows the return period of flood heights (also storm surges as RSL = 0 m) for year 2000, estimated based on NCEP reanalysis. Other solid curves show the return period of flood heights for 2100, based on the projected RSL distributions and surge climatology projected by the various climate models (CNRM-CM3, GFDL-CM2.0, ECHAM5, and MIROC3.2). The dashed blue curve shows the return period of flood heights for 2100 based on the projected RSL of 2100 and the NCEP surge climatology (of 2000, neglecting the change of surge climatology from the baseline). The dash-dotted blue curve shows the return period of flood heights for 1800 based on the estimated RSL of 1800 and the NCEP surge climatology (of 2000, neglecting the change of surge climatology). The blue shading shows the 90% confidence interval of the 2000 NCEP curve (the statistical confidence interval for the other curves is similar). The red dashed lines highlight Sandy’s flood height of 2.8 m (horizontal) and Sandy’s estimated return period in 2000 of 398 y (vertical). 



2012 landslide in Finca Loma Linda, 
Guatemala. 
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From: https://eos.org/project-updates/an-early-warning-system-for-landslide-danger?utm_source=eos&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=EosBuzz110416 After a 2012 landslide in Finca Loma Linda, Guatemala, 46 people were forced to evacuate to an emergency shelter in a community hall. The Hydrologic Research Center, a nonprofit research corporation, is developing a landslide hazard threat assessment for Central America. Credit: Conred Guatemala, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0



Pacific Palisades, 1958 

Laguna Niguel, 1998 Pacific Palisades, 1958 

La Conchita, 2005 
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Pacifica CA erosion Feb. 2017 
(Photos from various news  
agencies); A USGS “…study showed 
that last winter’s wave energy equaled 
or exceeded measured historical 
maxima across the US West Coast, 
corresponding to anomalously large 
beach erosion. Shorelines in many 
areas retreated beyond previously 
measured landward extremes (in CA).” 
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Pacifica CA erosion Feb. 2017 (not direct effect of 2015-16 El Nino)- Info > 2015-16 El Nino winter beach erosion was 76% higher than normal winter, and 27% higher than any recorded winter 



 Credit: NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 

Map of fatal landslides triggered by rainfall 
across the world from 2007 to 2013.  
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A map of fatal landslides triggered by rainfall across the world from 2007 to 2013. Dalia Kirschbaum of the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center and her team developed this map from the Global Landslide Catalog, which is used to calibrate the Landslide Hazard Assessment Model for Situational Awareness.

http://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/11854
http://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/11854


NAS Study Findings: Extreme 
Snow and Ice Storms (5) 

• Definition: Snow and ice (freezing rain) storms, often accompanied by 
wind; no universal criteria, but the National Weather Service issues 
heavy snow warnings for expected accumulations of 6 inches in 12 
hours (or 8 inches in 24 hours) and ice storm warnings for expected 
ice accumulations of 0.25 inches or more.   

• Hazards: Snow, ice, wind, blizzards, extreme cold 
• Attribution, low-to-medium: Difficulties with collection of locally variable 

data and techniques for collection; overall decrease in extreme snow 
and ice storms in No. Hemi. as temps warm, but some former snow- 
prone areas will change to ice-prone; likely attribution depends in local 
climate, but few studies so far, and none finding significant attribution  

50. 
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NAS Study Findings: Extreme 
Snow and Ice Storms (cont.) 

• Conclusion: attribution studies of snow and ice storms have lagged 
behind studies of other extreme event types; databases underlying 
assessments of heavy snow and icing events have major deficiencies 
that hinder trend detection as well as attribution studies; it is likely that 
events are missed and/or their severity is underestimated.  

• Future: increase in NE and No. U.S. snow and ice and cold weather, 
as well as the need to distinguish changes in drivers from changes in 
impacts, makes clarification of the role of anthropogenic climate 
change in snowstorms affecting the northern United States based on 
adequate research a high priority.  
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Hundreds gather in Northeast to 
protest global warming 

52. 
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Decadal frequency of 
top 100 snow storms in 
sub-regions of the US 

from 1901 to 2013 
(Lawrimore et al., 2014) 
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FIGURE4.4 Decadal frequency of top 100 snow storms in subregions of the United States from 1901 to 2013: (a) Ohio Valley and the Northeast, (b) Southeast and South, (c) Upper Midwest and Northern Plains. Shaded bars in the 2010s represent snowstorms occurring from October 2010 through April 2013, when the paper was submitted. SOURCE: Lawrimore et al., 2014. 



NAS Study Findings: Tropical 
Cyclones (6) 

• Definition: A warm-core large-scale cyclone, originating over tropical or 
subtropical waters, with organized deep convection and a closed 
surface wind circulation about a well-defined center;  Measured by 
max. sustained wind; a named hurricane or tropical storm 

• Hazards: Coastal and inland flooding, high winds, storm surges, 
intense rain 

• Attribution, low to medium: Depending upon variable studied (ex. weak 
wind vs. heavy rainfall), some observation data inadequate but 
improving; some contain significant uncertainties while other are 
adequate; Data problems include natural variability, absence of LT 
data record, observation practices, but future better with new 
technologies 
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NAS Study Findings: Tropical 
Cyclones (6) 

• Conclusion: Frequency not changing but intensity (more level 4-5 
events) and associated impacts (precipitation, wave, winds) are 
increasing (ex. Katrina, Matthew) due to warner oceans; Hurr. 
Matthew (over $10B in damages) made substantially stronger 
because of warming Caribbean waters 

• Future: Tropical cyclones are projected to become more intense with 
more rain as the climate warms; frequency might remain steady or 
drop; storm surges and flooding will increase with rising SL; better 
tools now available to look ahead at possible 1/10K year events 
showing by late 21st century hurricane storm tracks from Atlantic 
moving northward and much stronger (attribution changing) 
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Hurricane 
Katrina, 2005 
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At Climate Progress, Joe Romm summarized the various ways in which global warming makes hurricanes like Matthew more intense:Hotter sea surface and upper ocean temperatures fuel hurricanes, leading to more of the strongest (Category 4 and 5) storms.Hotter ocean temperatures also cause more rapid intensification of hurricanes, and the most intense storms are those that undergo rapid intensification.Global warming causes sea level rise, which creates larger storm surges and thus worse flooding.Global warming also adds more water vapor to the atmosphere, which causes more intense rainfall and exacerbates flooding.In short, global warming made Hurricane Matthew and its impacts more severe, and will lead to more such devastating hurricanes in the future.



Hurricane/Supers
torm Sandy 

(2012) 
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Hurricane 
Matthew (2016) 
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Pacific Hurricanes 
(2015) 

Hurrs. Kilo, Ignacio and Jimina in  
Central and Eastern Pacific 
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- rt. Side 2015 Pacific hurricanes, 2nd highest season after 1992 in Pac. > left top 2015 Pac.Hurrs. Kilo, Ignacio and Jimina in Central and Eastern Pacific > includes Patricia which is the strongest storm Cat. 5 on record in No. Hemi. On Oct. 21-22 at 215 mph off of Mexico, and strongest to hit land at Cat. 4 at 150 mph



Reasons Hurricanes Change with a Warming 
Climate (Climate Progress, 2016) 

 
• Hotter sea surface and upper ocean temperatures fuel 

hurricanes, leading to more of the strongest (Category 
4 and 5) storms. 

• Hotter ocean temperatures also cause more rapid 
intensification of hurricanes, and the most intense 
storms are those that undergo rapid development. 

• Global and ocean warming cause sea level rise, which 
creates larger storm surges and thus worse flooding. 

• Global warming also adds more water vapor to the 
atmosphere, which causes more intense rainfall and 
exacerbates flooding. 
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Amir AghaKouchak presentation (in absentia) –  
March 17. 2017 
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Point – ocean temps are increasing and provide energy to tropical storms – note hot temps in tropical zones



NAS Study Findings: Extratropical 
Cyclones (7) 

• Definition:  Migratory frontal cyclones of middle and high latitudes, 
which are embedded within the large-scale westerly flow and thus 
move from west to east, often with associated weather fronts; warmer 
oceans can intensify storms 

• Hazards: Changing pressure front heavy precipitation, storm surges, 
windstorms, “atmospheric rivers” 

• Attribution, low to medium: The expected effect of human-induced 
climate change on extratropical cyclones is unclear because there are 
competing factors (pressure, temp and moisture); no consensus for 
No. Hemisphere; uncertainty on future weather tracks 

• Conclusion: Mixed conclusions indicate no finding of attribution yet, 
but close  

• Future: Need more and better data, and impact assessment down-
scaling to improve predictions 
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Extratropical 
Cyclones 

64. 
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Tropical vs. Extratropical Cyclones; Wiki; Extratropical cyclones form anywhere within the extratropical regions of the Earth (usually between 30° and 60° latitude from the equator), either through cyclogenesis or extratropical transition. A study of extratropical cyclones in the Southern Hemisphere shows that between the 30th and 70th parallels, there are an average of 37 cyclones in existence during any 6-hour period.[4] A separate study in the Northern Hemisphere suggests that approximately 234 significant extratropical cyclones form each winter.Extratropical cyclones slant back into colder air masses and strengthen with height, sometimes exceeding 30,000 feet (approximately 9 km) in depth.[33] Above the surface of the earth, the air temperature near the center of the cyclone is increasingly colder than the surrounding environment. These characteristics are the direct opposite of those found in their counterparts, tropical cyclones;- Hurricane Sandy in 2012; technically an extratropical cyclone at landfall 



Atmospheric 
River 
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EPA CIRA: “A large area of U.S. coastal land and property is at risk of 
inundation from global sea level rise, and an even larger area is at risk of 
damage from storm surge, which will intensify as sea levels continue to 
rise. “ 
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From Amir AghaKouchak 
presentation 3/17/17 
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Related Events: Rising Sea 
Level and Waves 

Half Moon Bay, 2010 
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Related events: Storm surges warrant special treatment because they also depend on tidal variations and on sea-level rise, not just on the storm itself. 



NAS Study Findings: Wildfires(8) 

• Definition: Large and rapidly spreading fires affecting forests, shrub 
areas, and/or grasslands; often non-meteorological events 
complicated by human development, management and activity 

• Hazards: widespread damage, death, landscape disruption (flooding, 
erosion, landslides) for years 

• Attribution, low to medium: Complicated by human interference, fire 
source (human vs. lightening), weather effects (wind, humidity, rain), 
and forest health 

• Conclusion: Adequate LT data not yet available; natural factors such 
as fuel source, weather conditions, forest management complicate 
attribution, although certainly fostered by drought and heat; increase in 
wildfires in CA is attributable to climate change consistent with several 
years of drought and severe fires; worldwide climate warming has 
resulted in longer fire seasons 
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NAS Study Findings: Wildfires(8) 

• Future: Need better data on relationship of warming to small-to-large-
scale weather that influences initiation (lightening, dry conditions, 
atmos. moisture, human factors), spread (wind, storms) and length of 
fire season 

• New Finding: CC is main reason wildfires today burn twice as much 
land as 1985 (Univ. of Idaho and Columbia Unv. Study); The frequency 
of wildfires on public land in the West has increased 500% in the last 
40 years, and will continue to increase as temperatures warm (UC 
Merced study) 
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Blue Cut fire Aug 2016, Irfan 
Khan / Los Angeles Times 71. 
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Fire impact on infrastructure 

Photo by Marcus Yam, LAT 72. 
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From Soroosh 3/17/17 
RE: secondary impacts 
to wildfires 
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High wind Low wind 

Credits: NASA 74. 
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An October 2007 image, left, of Southern California wildfires shows how offshore Santa Ana winds control these events. Wind is less likely to dominate summer fires like the 2009 Station Fire, right. Images from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer on NASA's Aqua satellite.Credits: NASA



Globally fire weather season lengths showed significant increases during 
1979-2013 across more than 25% of the Earth’s vegetated surface, 
resulting in a 19% increase in the global mean fire weather season length 
(Jolly et al., 2015).  
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FIGURE4.6 Yearly area burned by large wild fires in the United States,1984-2013,color-coded by level of damage caused to the landscape—a measure of wildfire severity. SOURCE: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s “Climate Change Indicators in the United States.” Data source: MTBS (Monitoring Trends in Burn Severity), a multiagency partnership, http://www.mtbs.gov/index.html (accessed June 1, 2016). 



Key Findings 
• Without global GHG mitigation efforts, climate change is projected to 

dramatically increase the area burned by wildfires across most of the 
contiguous U.S., especially in the West. 

EPA Report: “Climate Action Benefits: Wildfire*” 

From: EPA’s Climate Change Impacts and Risk Analysis (CIRA) 
series of analyses on extreme events 76. 
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EPA from: https://www.epa.gov/cira/climate-action-benefits-wildfire 



NAS Study Findings: Severe 
Convective Storms (9) 

• Definition: Storms that produce strong winds, hail, tornadoes, 
extensive lightning, or heavy precipitation, usually over land and with 
strong vertical air movement.  

• Hazards: Strong winds (tornadoes), hail, heavy rain (all above a 
certain threshold); small in both spatial extent and temporal duration 
compared to many other extreme weather events 

• Attribution, low: Contributing weather factors well known, but widely 
variable data collection mostly by damage assessment; datasets 
short-term and inconsistent in methodology; trend detection difficult 

• Conclusion: Clear statements of attribution not yet available, but data 
collection norms are improving; Convective instability increases in a 
warming climate, but wind shear decreases and studies to date 
suggest that instability wins, and SCS activity will increase 

• Future: A large ensemble modeling approach to attribution can 
probably be done only for environmental indices predictive of SCS 
activity, rather than the SCS activity itself (scale too small). 
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Photo Credit: The late Billy Bob Dumkauf 
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New Technologies to Define and 
Assess Extreme Events 

Field observations 

Satellite observations 
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Ocean observations 

Data 
compilation 
and analytic 

tools 
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From Adam Luke’s 
presentation, 

3/17/17 
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NOTE shows how much new technology is available to assist in prevention and response to flooding



World Meteorological Organization 
(2016) “…the choice we face [is] 

between a future with more climate 
change and larger increases in extreme 
weather, and one with less. The future is 

in our hands.” 
 

Photo by Dr. Bob Murphy 
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See page in Brief report for full explanation, but basically shows that > This corresponded to a shift, represented by the downward black arrow, from a 99-year return time (a 1-in-99 chance of reaching the July 2010 temperature) in the 1960s, to a 33-year return time (a 1-in-33 chance) in the 2000s, indicating that climate change influenced the odds of the heat wave taking place. 



RCP 
8.5 

RCP 
3.2 

From: EPA CIRA report 
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